Humke International Mathematics Scholarship
for Budapest Semesters in Mathematics & Mathematics Education

The E. Paul and Jane Humke International Mathematics Scholarship is awarded by the Department of Mathematical Sciences for a one-semester study in Budapest.

Eligibility: Any Mathematics major at UW-Milwaukee who satisfies the preferred prerequisites

Application Deadline: September 15, 2017

Application Materials:
- CV/Resume
- Brief (one-page) essay on what motivated your decision to apply for this program. Discuss mathematical interests, interest in living in a foreign country, or any previous contact/relationship with Hungarian people. Include which semester you plan to attend and how the program fits your future plans.
- Transcript (unofficial)
- Names and emails of at least two mathematicians as reference

Award will be made by September 22, 2017. Students interested should contact Prof. Gabriella Pinter - gapinter@uwm.edu

Information on the Budapest programs is available at: